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ABSTRACT
Total recombination rate coefficients for the astrophysically important Si and S ions, Si I, Si II, Si IX, S II,
and S III, are obtained employing a new unified treatment developed for electron-ion recombination. The
treatment incorporates both the radiative and the dielectronic recombination processes in the close coupling
approximation from atomic collision theory, and the calculations are carried out using the R-matrix method
as developed for the Opacity Project. All recombined states from the ground state to n =: 00 are considered.
The states are divided into two groups, a low-n and a high-a group. Detailed partial photoionization cross
sections into the ground state of the recombining ion, including autoionizing resonances due to coupling to
excited states of the ion, are calculated for all bound states in the low-n group, and the Milne relation is used
to calculate the corresponding contribution to the recombination rate coefficient. For the high-a group, colli-
sion strengths (or dielectronic recombination, both detailed and resonance averaged, are obtained using the
precise theory of Bell & Seaton. Total recombination rate coefficients are computed over a wide range of
temperatures for practical purposes. A discussion of the atomic effects that determine the accuracy of the
recombination rates is presented, in particular as a function of the increase in the eigenfunction expansion for
the recombining ion, studied for e + Si x ... Si IX. Comparison is made with earlier works.
Subject headings: atomic data - atomic processes
1. INTRODUCTION
Determination of the ionization structure of astrophysical
and laboratory plasmas requires the knowledge of recombi-
nation rates of electrons with atomic ions. For example, the
determination of abundances from observed spectral features
depends on the ionization fractions of elements which, in turn,
are obtained by relating the rates of ionization and recombi-
nation. In general the relevant rates are needed for all ioniza-
tion stages of all astrophysically abundant elements. However,
particular elements often characterize or dominate the
observed spectra of certain sources. One such example is the
interstellar medium (ISM) where a few elements in low ioniza-
tion stages are prime constituents (Spitzer & Fitzpatrick 1993).
Silicon and sulfur ions are present in the ionized gas in the
ISM, and recombination rates are required for the analysis of
abundances, grain depletion, and overall structure of the ISM.
Some of these ions (e.g, S II) also enable useful density and
temperature diagnostics of nebular and AGN plasmas
(Osterbrock 1989). The present study employs a newly devel-
oped method to obtain accurate, total electron-ion recombi-
nation cross sections and rate coefficients. Important details of
the method are outlined, and astrophysical implications are
pointed out.
Assuming that the initial population in the excited states of
ions is negligible, electron-ion recombination may take place
to an infinite number of bound states of the recombined ion
and through infinite series of autoionizing states in the contin-
uum above the ground state of the recombining ion. Electron-
ion recombination is generally, but artificially, divided into two
separate processes (Osterbrock 1989): radiative recombination
(RR), inverse of directphotoionization,
x+ + h» -+ X+ + + E, ,
966
and dielectronic recombination (DR),
{
e + X++
e + X++ ....(X+)··.... .
X+ +hv
DR is a two-step process where the incident electron combines
with the target ion in a doubly excited autoionizing state,
which can lead to either autoionization or to a pure bound
state through radiative decay of the excited core ion. Previous
calculations of recombination rates have been carried out
separately for the two processes RR and DR, the former by
calculating photoionization cross sections neglecting reso-
nances (e.g., Aldrovandi & Pequignot 1973),and the latter by
considering the resonances alone, usually in the so-called iso-
lated resonance approximation (e.g., Badnell 1991). The RR is
usually regarded to be important at low temperatures, whereas
the DR, which requires electrons energetic enough to excite the
ion, comes in at higher temperatures. However, even at low
electron energies (temperatures), there may occur significant
recombination of electrons through low-lying resonances near
the ionization threshold (Nussbaumer & Storey 1983). Thus in
order to obtain total electron-ion recombination rates one
needs to consider three processes: simple RR, high-T DR, and
low-T DR, that have heretofore been treated individually and
in different approximations.
In earlier works (Nahar & Pradhan 19928, 1992b, 1994;
hereafter NPI, NPl, NP3) we have developed a unified treat-
ment of electron-ion recombination that subsumes the RR and
the DR processes in an ab initio manner within the close coup-
ling (ee) approximation of atomic collision theory. The CC
method has been widely employed for electron-ion scattering
and photoionization calculations. The extension to electron..
ion recombination entails a combination of the types of calcu-
lations, carried out using the R-matrix method (Derrington et
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I"':) a1.1987)and applied to large-scale calculations of photoioniza-
~ tion cross sections, as in the Opacity Project (Seaton 1987).
~ The basic steps of the new method correspond to the physi-
~ cal processes illustrated in Figure 1. The present calculations
pertain to the assumption that all recombining ions are ini-
tially in the ground state, i.e, the low-density approximation in
astrophysical plasmas where excited states have negligible
population. We divide the infinity of bound states of the final,
recombined ion two groups: group A, low-n states, n S no; and
group B, high-a states, no < n ~ 00. Group A states, with
no~ 10, require detailed photoionization calculations for all
such bound states at a large number of photon energies to
delineate the extensive resonance structures in the partial
photoionization cross sections leaving the recombining ion in
the ground state. Detailed balance considerations, l.e., the
Milne relation (Osterbrock 1989), yield the contribution to
recombination corresponding to group A states. The ab initio
calculation of resonance profiles in the photoionization cross
sections of all possible (e + ion) bound states of group A
ensuresthat both the RR and DR processes are accounted for.
However, this needsto be complemented by recombinations to
the high-a states, which predominantly takes place through
autoionizing resonances, with no < n S 00, covering onto the
excited states of the recombining ion. The resonances decay
radiatively via core transitions to the ground state in the
recombining ion, with the outer high-a electron essentially
remaining a "spectator"; i.e., the DR process. In the energy
region corresponding to these high-a states, recombination
through the "background tt (nonresonant) part is very small
and may be neglected (although it is included in the present
work in the hydrogenic approximation). We employ the theory
of DR developed by Bell & Seaton (1985) using close coupled
wavefunctions for the electron-ion system. The Bell and Seaton
theory properly accounts for the electron-electron and
electron-photon interactions and leads to a generalized S-
matrix which satisfies the unitarity condition for the electron
and photon fluxes, i.e.,the sum of the scattering and recombin-
ing electrons is conserved; the latter is equal to the number of
photons emitted. The DR calculations are carried out, using
the R-matrix method, as an extension of electron-ion scattering
calculations.
Once the total electron-ion recombination rate coefficient is
known, the equations of ionization balance may be written as
Nx+ lao 41Uh Y aPi..v)dv = N.Nx+ + cxRO'+; T) ,yo y
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FIG. I.-Schematic energy diagram for electron-ion recombination. The infinite series of autoionizing resonances converging onto the various excited target
states are in the positive energy region E > 0, while recombined states are in the negative energy region E < o. Broken lines with arrows represent photon emission
during recombination: (1) recombination through the ground state continuum of the recombining ion, (2) through a low-a autoionizing state with possibly large
interaction with the continua (coupling to excited states gives rise to autoionizing resonances), and (3) through a high..." autoionmng state, with nesHgiblecontinuum
contribution (DR only).
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where 9, and 9J are the statistical weight factors of the bound
(e + ion) state ill and of the residual ion ground state (g),
respectively;v is the velocity of the photoelectron; and v is the
photon frequency. The partial recombination rate coefficient,
(llh for the recombined state ill can be obtained through averag-
2. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONS
The two main components of the present recombination
calculations are as follows: group A, photoionization cross
sections for all1ow..n bound states of the recombined ion and .
group B, collision strengths for DR with high-n autoionizing
resonances that undergo radiative decay via dipole transitions
between states of the recombining core ion. These are discussed
below with selectedresults for the ions considered.
(2)
ing over the recombination cross sections as
oc.(i", T) = l"" vf(v)uacJ.g, i", v)dv,
where f(v) is the distribution function. Assuming Maxwellian
distribution of electrons, the contribution from the low-nstates
to the total recombination rate coefficient is
TABLE 1
TARGBT STATfS, S,L,_,.INCLUDED IN 1HB WAVEPUNCUON ExPANSION
FOIl THE RBcolGlNlNG IoNS
Si 0 Sim Si x 8m SlY
8-CC n-ee 23-CC rr-cc 16-CC
3823p 2p- 382 IS 28%21' 2p- 3323p2 3p 3s23p ".".
313p2 4p 383p 3po 2I2p2 4p 3$23p2 1D 3.s3p2 4p
383p2 2D 383p1~ 2t2p2 2D 3823p2 1S 383p2 2D
3s243 28 3p1 lD 212,2 28 383p3 'S· 313p2 "8
3s3,22S 3r 3p 2s2p2 2p 3s3p3 '0" 313p2 2p
3,23tl 2D 3,Jd 3D 2p' 4S· 3.J3p' 3pe 3s23d "D
3824p 2I- 3.t4s 's 2,' 21)0 3pJd ID- 3s24$ 2S
3$3p2 2p 3p2 IS 2p' 2po 3,,34 'F· 3p' 21Y'
3s4s IS 2s"]& 2S 383,,3 3S· 3,' 4S·
3sJd -» 18")p 'Jpo 3.s3p3 1]'- 3$3p3],-3p4F·
334,'J- 1823tl 2D 3p4s 'PO 3,' 2,-
3s4p lpo 2s2,,'P03s 4po 3p3d 3po 3824" 2po
2s1.p'P03s 2po 3pJd 31)0 3s3p3POJd -r
2s2,'poJp 2p 3p4.t lpo 3s3p3poJd41)0
2s2,3PO]p 4D 3s3,' 1D· 383p3poJd 21)0
2.s2p3P03p4S 3,,3d IF· 3831'3P03d2F·
282p']'03p 4p 3pJd lpo
2s2"3'po3,, 2D
2s2,,3Mp 2S
2s2pl P03$ "p-
212,,1P03, 2P
2t2p l po3p 2D
2s2plP03p 2S
N bDd ==
313 298264 59 450
NO'I'B.-Nbe4 corresponds to total number of bound states formed from
S,L,a, n~ with n :s; 10 (= 11 in a few cases), I S 'IDU where'- == 8 for 8i II,
l..s = 9 for Si m, Si x, S m, and S JV. PhotoionizatioD cross sections are
obtained and are included in the total recombination ratc cocfficients for all
N.4 bound states.
a.R(T; n s no)
Nbnd e 2 ieo
= L -1 E 2uriJJ, ill; E)e-c'"T de , (3)
." 9J kTJ2xm3kTc2 0
where E = hv ='(+ 1p, € is the photoelectron energy, Jp is the
ionization potential, and the sum is over partial recombination
rates of the bound states i6 extending over the total number of
bound states Nbad • Although large number of bound states are
considered for each iOD, a relatively small number dominates
the total recombination rate coefficient at low and interme-
diate temperatures (the number of dominant states usually
increaseswith temperature).
The low-a a,.{T; n :s; no) calculated using the partial photo-
ionization cross sections t1p~g, ill) closely approximate those
calculated with the total cross sections (1PJ(i,,) provided the first
excitedcore state liessignificantlyabove the ground state, such
as for the cross sections considered in NP3 [where they
employed (JpJC.i,,) instead of O'PJC.g, ill)]. This is because (1)
(1p.(i,,) = (1p~g, ill) up to the first excited state of the recombining
ion, often a few eV above the ground state; (2) the partial
(1)
2.1. Phototontzation
The partial photoionization cross sections, (1PI(g), into the
ground state of the recombining ion are calculated for all
bound states of group A including detailed energy resolution of
several infinite series of autoionizing resonances converging on
to the various excited states of the core or target ion included
in the close coupling expansion. The target states, S, L, Xt,
included in the CC eigenfunction expansion for each ion con-
sidered are listed in Table 1'. The table also lists the total
number of group A bound LS terms, Nbnd, corresponding to
SLn = SfL, 'It, nl, with n S no= 10 and I ~ lmax =9. Bound
states that do not couple to the target ground state Sf, Le., with
IS' - SI > 1, such as the 'SO state of Si I or S III, are excludedfr~m Nbnd (these states may be significantcontributors in dense
plasmas).
The partial cross sections, O'RC(g, ill),for the recombination to
the bound state i" can be obtained from the photoionization
crosssections using the Milne relation
• gl h2v" .
URC(g, 'b) =- 22'2 0'PJ(g, '6) ,gJm c v
IJ
~~ in coronal equilibrium, where 0'PI is the total ground state
~ photoionization cross section, C1 is the coJlisional ionization
rate coefficient, and J y is the radiation field intensity. aR is now
the total recombination rate coefficient that substitutes the
sum of RR and DR rates usuallyconsidered (Osterbrock 1989).
The present report also discusses some of the atomic effects
that determine the accuracy of the calculations, in particular
the convergence of the recombination cross sections as a func-
tion of the number of target ion states included in the CC
calculations. In earlier works, we have computed «a(T) for ions
in the carbon isoeleetronic sequence,and a few otber ions such
as C n (NP1, NP2, 1992; NP3, 1994). In this study the follow-
ing ions are considered:
e + Si II -+ Si I ,
e + Si III -+ Si II ,
e + Si x -+ Si IX ,
e+Snl-+SII,
e+ S IV-+S III.
r-
:: in photoionization equilibrium, and
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. photoionization cross sections into the excited states, are much
~ smaller than those into the ground state (e.g., Fig. 2, and Nahar
UI & Pradhan 1992c, 1993); (3) the exponential term in equation
~ (3) involves the energy difference relative to the ground state
.-l and therefore the excited state contributions are exponentially
damped out; and (4) the high-n recombination (DR) dominates
above T > 104 K, at electron energies more than a few eVe
Figure 2 presents the total and the partial photoionization
cross sections for the ground state 3s23p2(3P) ofS III; Figure 2a
shows the total O'PI(3P), whereas Figures 2b and 2c show the
partial cross sections; trp~3P -+ 2]>0) into the ground state
3s23p(2PO), and (1p~3P -. 4 P) into the 3s3p2(4P) state of the
target ion S IV, respectively. The figure shows that the partial
(JpJ(3 P -+ 2 PO) very closely approximates the total (Jp~3Pl. For
the ions considered in NP3, the first excited state lies > 5 eV
above the ground state; consequently the rate coefficients
calculated using CTpl differ little from those calculated using
CTp~gt ill) by less than 10%. There are some additional differ-
ences, though, approximately 100/0-200/0, due to the inclusion
in NP3 of (e + ion) symmetries with ISf - SI > 1 not coupled
to the ground state of the ion. In general for low-density
plasmas the (1p~g, ill) should beemployed in the calculations of
the low-a rate coefficients, in exact conformity with the Milne
relation (the case of recombination through excited states of
the recombining ion will be discussed in subsequent works).
Prior to the Opacity Project (OP), photoionization cross
sections for excited bound states of the recombined (e + ion)
system were usually considered to be quasi-hydrogenic, with
the assumption that the excited electron is far enough from the
core ion where the electron-electron interaction can be
neglected. This assumption is not valid for complex atoms,
especially when the core electrons may be photoexcited and
thus enhance the photoionization cross sections. The enhance-
ment can be up to several orders of magnitude relative to the
background photoionization and manifests itself through reso-
nances that are very much wider than the narrow Rydberg
autoionizing resonances. Figure 3 presents the partial photo-
ionization cross sections of eight excited bound states in a
Rydberg series, 3s23pns 3PO, 4 S n ::; 11, of S III into the
ground state of 2P' of S IV; the arrows point to the energies of
the dipole-allowed transitions for the S IV core (see Table 2).At
energies of these states, the core is photoexcited while the outer
electron remains basically a "spectator" (as in the DR
process), a phenomenon known as the PEe (photoexcitation-
of-core) resonance (Yu & Seaton 1987; Nahar & Pradhan
1993). The PEe resonances become more prominent as "n tt
OJ5
-3.0
6s
0.5
-3.0
5s
1.0
-2.0
45
1.0
0.8 1.2 1.8 2.4 3
Photon Energy (Ry)
FIG. 3.-Partial photoionization cross sections,t1p~g), of excited Rydberg
seriesof bound states, 3823pns 3PO, 4 ~ n ~ 11,of S III into the ground state
2poof S IV. Exceptfor the top panel, the upper limitsof the cross,sectionsare
not shown in the panels.The arrows point to the energiesofexcitedthresholds
3s3p2 eDt 2S, 2P), 3s23d 2D and 3s248 2S of the core ion, S IV, where PEe
occurs.The PEe resonancesappear as wideresonances. The PECsare promi-
nent featuresin excitedstate photoionizationcrosssections.
1.0 5.0
I1s
(0) 0.5
-4.0
-o.~ lOs
0.5
-3.0
3s3p2(4p) 9s
1i" 0.5-2.0
6
~ -3.0
(b) ~ 8sit 0.5
..2-
0
0.0
'! -3.0
.... 7s
0.46 0.92 1.38 1.84-
Photoelectron Energy (Ry)
FlO. 2.-Total and partial cross sectionsfor photoionization of the ground
state 3S23p~3p) ofS m, (a) the total cross sectionarJ3p) includesthe sum over
partial cross sections into the ground and excitedstates ofS IV(seeTable 1),(b)
the partial cross section tlrJ.g, 3p -+ 2]'0) into the ground state of S IV, and (c)
partial cross section tlrJ.3P ... 4P) into the first excitedstate 4P. Arrows in the
upper two panels indicate the enerIYposition of the target thresholds.Except
for the top panel, the upper limitof the y-axisis not shown.
0.0
total
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TABLE 2
DIPOLE ALLoWED TRANsmONS nOM THE OIlOUND 10 ExCITED STATPS OF TI:IE RBooMBlNlNG IONS
Z
\D
\D 9700'1
C'
~
~
..;
~
tcX:
LO
0'1
0'1
r-i
REcoMBINING ION
Si II ..•.••.•••.•.•••
Si IU •••••••••••••••
Six .
SUi •••.••••.••••.••
SIV ••••••••••••••••
GROUND STATE
3s23p 2P"
382 IS
2r2p 2po
3s231'23p
3s23p 2po
4n=0
3s3p2(2D. 2S, 2p), 3s23d2D
383p Ip-
2s2p2eD, 28, 2p)
3s3p3eD', 3JW, 3SO), 3p3d(3po. 31)0)
3$3p2(2D, 2S, 2p), 3s23d2D
Vol. 447
EXCITED STATIS
3,,24s 2S
3s4p Ipt'
2823128, 2123d2D" 2s2p3P03p(2P, 2D,28).2s2p 1J>03p(2P, 2D,28)
3p4.! 3".
3$245 28
1.25 1.12 2.19 2.86 3.13 3.60
Photon Energy (Ry)
FlO. 4.-Partial photoionization cross sections, (1p~g), of the metastable
states 3p4 3p (top panel). and 3s3p3 3S· (bottom panel) of S ID. The arrows
indicate the energy of the lowest target threshold for ionization of the optical
3pelectron for these states.
increases, as shown in Figure 3, and are important contrib-
utors to the recombination rates at higher temperatures (as
shown later).
Although relatively few, the excited equivalent electron
bound states of the (e + ion) systemmay make important con-
tribution. to the total recombination rate coefficient due to
extensive autoionizing resonances in their photoionization
cross sections. Figure 4 presents the partial photoionization
cross sections O'p)(g) into the ground state of 3s23p(2po) of S IV,
for two S In bound states: the metastable 3p4(3P) and another
excited state 3s3p3(3SO). Photoionization threshold of the 3p
optical electron corresponds to the excited target ion states of
S IV, 3p3(4~D) and the 3s3p2(4P) respectively, as shown by the
arrows in Figure 4. However, photoionization proceeds below
these thresholds via autoionizing resonances coupled to the
ground-state continuum and converging on to the excited
states of S IV. In the case of 3p4( 3P), the 3p ionization threshold
3p3(45") lies quite high compared to the ground state
3s23p(1P') of S IV. Nonetheless, the region near the ground
state is dominated by large resonances. There isa considerable
drop in the partial (lp~g, 3P) at ,..., 1.6rydbergs, corresponding
to the onset of the 3s3p2(4p)continuum which is more strongly
coupled to the 3p4(3P),i.e., photoionization fluxis diverted into
the 4P instead of contributing to photoionization into the
ground state 2poof S IV. Similarly, the 3s3p3(3So) cross section
is generally enhanced in the region 2p'_4 p, although the ion-
ization threshold of the 3p electron is at 3s3p2(4Pl. The partial
photoionization cross sections are discussed in more detail in
Nahar & Pradhan (1993). The consequence of including a
number of excited (e + ion) states of this type is that the total
recombination rate coefficient is significantly enhanced, partic-
ularly in the low-temperature region T < 10,000 K.
We should like to emphasize the importance of complete
resolution of resonances in the photoionization crosssections.
The present photoionization cross sections are not from the
OP, but are recalculated in a similar manner. The differences
between the present cross sections and those of the OP are that
the present calculations include (1) a larger number of bound
states ib with larger value of I; (2) more extensive CC wavefunc-
tion expansions for the target ions, which result in (a) addi-
tional bound states and (b) more Rydberg and PEC resonances
at higher energies; (3) resolution of resonances near the first
ionization threshold with finer energy mesh; and (4) calcu-
lation of partial photoionization cross sections into each of the
target states of the recombining ion included in the close coup-
ling expansion. Better resolution of resonances near the ioniza-
tion threshold is very important since it affects the
recombination rate coefficients considerably, especially at low
temperatures where a sharp rise, a low-temperature "bump,"
may occur (Nussbaumer & Storey 1983). Large CC expan-
sions, with more excited states of the target ion, provide more
accurate rate coefficients at higher temperatures.
2.2. Collision Strengthsfor Dielectronic Recombination
For the high-a states of group B, where recombination pro-
ceeds mainly through DR, we employ the theory of DR devel-
oped by Bell & Seaton (1985, hereafter BS). Below each target
threshold, S,L,nu the Rydberg series of states S,L, 7t, vi, where
v is the effective quantum number, are quasi-bound (i.e., lie
above the first ionization threshold). and manifest themselves
through autoionizing resonances. In the present work the DR
calculations are carried out for the Rydberg series of reso-
nances belonging to each target threshold S,L, x, that is dipole
connected with the target ground state. Table 2 presents the
3.302.83
3s3p33S0
2.381.89
10'
let
Id
Ie!
10-1
~
~ 10-e3 lrl 0.95 1....2&:
b
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as the trapped flux due to DR below an excited threshold is
released at the threshold, the value of C(DR) should be equal
to n(EIE). In the present work, the value of C(EIE) at the
target threshold is calculated to provide a check against the
peak value ofO(DR) at that threshold (exceptionsmay occur in
the presence of a resonance close to the excited threshold as
discussed in NP3).
Figures 5-9 present O(DR) for Si I, Si II, Si IX, S II, and SOl.
For each ion the DR calculations start at effective quantum
number v = 10, as pointed by arrows in the figures, for the
Rydberg series of states belonging to each excited target
threshold S, 41tt that is connected via dipole transition to the
ground state. The detailed and the resonance-averaged DR
collision strengths are calculated. Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9a
present the resonance-averaged collision strengths, (n<DR»,
for Si I, Si II, Si IX, S II, and S III, respectively. As expected, it
can be seen that (O(DR» is very small in general up to about
11 = 10.0, but rises quickly and peaks at the target threshold;
the recombination probability increases as v3• Among the ions
considered, Si IX, which has the maximum ion charge, shows
(Fig. 7) low values of n(DR) for the core transitions from
higher states in n = 3 complex indicating negligible high-a DR
contributions due to these transitions.
In Figures 5-9a, the filled circles correspond to the collision
strength for electron impact excitation, O(EIE), at the target
thresholds, obtained using the same CC expansion as for
Q(DR). This provides the check that at threshold both the
Q(DR) and the O(EIE) are equal. In some instances the two
values may be different, as mentioned before, if a resonance
All radiative and collisional channels are coupled, so that
autoionization or radiative decays in to excited target states
are included in an ab initio manner (autoionization into
excited states was shown to be of importance by Jacobs et a1.
1979). Along with the autoionization rates, the DR probability
depends on the radiative transition probabilities (A-values) for
the dipole-allowed transitions in the recombining ion. These
transition probabilities for the present work are obtained from
oscillator strengths computed by the OP. The relevant R-
matrix codes have been extended for the calculation of DR
collision strengths, which are obtained as a continuous func-
tion of the effectivequantum number 11 relative to each target
threshold. The DR collision strength shows characteristic
peaks at the target thresholds and is related to the electron-
impact-excitation (EIE) collision strengths, O(EIE), such that
6..-.-..,.....r--r-,.....,..----,_..._.,.....,..~~....._"1"--r-...-....-r--r-....-..............,....-,_...-r-..--.~..,........._r--r-_......_r_..__...._.r....,...~..,.....,_..._.,.....,....,....,~
· dipole core transitions for the ions considered. We note expe-
~ cially that the same CC wavefunction expansion is employed
~ for both the photoionization and the DR calculations, thus
~ ensuring consistency and accuracy.
In the BS theory, the DR probability, ~L1t, for each channel
ex is obtained from the general scattering matrix, which
includes radiative decay, and satisfies the unitarity condition.
Both types of DR collision strengths, detailed ones with
autoionizing resonances and resonance averaged, are obtained
as described in NP3. The total DR collision strength, O(DR),
for channel ex is given by
O(DR) = L L t(2S + 1)(2L + l)~L1C(DR) ·
S,L,. «
4
2
T
.1
.05
Ot-------------~
.5 .52 .54 .56 .58 .6 .62 .64 .66 .68 .7 .72 .74 .76
[k(2po)]2 (Ry)
Flo. S.-Resonance..averaged DR collision strength, (O(DR», for e + Si II'" Si I. Calculation of (Q(DR» starts at the positions indicated by the arrows where
the effective quantum number v = 10.0for the Rydberg series S, L,1C, vi belongingto each of the target threshold S, L, ft, == 2Dt 2S,2St 2D,and 2p of Si II (seeTable 1
forpositions). (!l(DR» peaks at these thresholds.
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exists close to the threshold, for example, the O(DR) peak at
the 2D threshold of Si n in Figure 5 is lower than O(EIE;
21'" -+ 2D).
Although full computational details are given in NP3, a few
general points might be mentioned. In case of target states that
lie close together in energy, they are treated as degenerate, e.g.,
for Si IX the target states 2s2p2 2S, 2s2p2 2p are set degenerate.
Below some target thresholds the resonance-averaged
(n(DR» are superposed with small resonance structures, as in
Figure 7 for Si IX. The resonances below a target threshold can
consist of those belonging to that immediate threshold, as well
as to those belonging to the higher target thresholds, usually
the next higher one. In the present procedure of resonance
averaging, the resonances belonging to the first threshold are
averaged over, "but not from the higher ones, and hence those
may show up in (Q(DR». These can be easily smoothed over
by eliminating the channels of higher thresholds. However,
that violates the unitarity of the S-matrix to some extent and
may affect the peak value of (n(DR). In general there are only
a few such resonances in the energy region where (Q(DR» is
calculated, and only a small uncertainty is thereby introduced
in the recombination rate coefficients. In the present work, the
resonance-averaged <O(DR» are used to calculate the recom-
bination rate coefficients, as these are easier to convolute with
the Maxwellian than the detailed n(DR) with numerous
narrow resonances.
Figure 9b shows the detailed Q(DR) with autoionizing reso-
nances for the recombination of e + S IV -. S Ill. The separa-
tion of resonances gets narrower with effective quantum
number of the Rydberg series, and the resonances converge on
to the corresponding target threshold. As the resonances
approach the threshold, the background also rises. An expand-
ed picture of the DR resonances (that appear as dashed lines in
Fig. 9b) is presented in Figure 9c for the Rydberg resonances
belonging to the first target threshold 2D .of SID. Detailed
resonances for the a-complexes, as specified in the figure from
n ::;: 20 onward, can be seen as repeated patterns which get
narrower and higher with each successive n. The present
method enables the calculations of detailed DR collision
strengths (Fig. 9c) for the first time.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 10-14 present the total recombination rate coeffi-
cients, cxR(T), over a wide range of temperatures, 1.0 S log10(T) S; 9.0 for recombination of Si I, Si II, S II, S m, and Si IX,
respectively. One distinctive feature of the total recombination
rate coefficients, <XR(T), is the presence of a minimum in the
intermediate-temperature region beyond which DR is usually
the dominating process. While all processes are considered in a
unified manner, the general pattern of the <XR(T) corresponds,
at low temperatures, to the contribution from recombination
to low-s bound states of the e + ion system, i.e., primarily RR,
superposed with the low-temperature DR-type contributions
from near threshold resonances. Before the onset of the high
temperature DR, <XR(T) decreases with T, leading to a
minimum at an intermediate temperature. As mentioned
earlier, three separate sets of calculations in different approx-
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imations have heretofore been carried out to obtain the total
recombination rate; direct RR, low-T DR and high- T DR. The
sum of the three different rates can be most uncertain in the
region of overlap where no single process dominates the total
recombination rate. This is likely to be in the intermediate-T
region where the minimum in cXR(T) occurs. The present work
obtains the behavior of tXR(T) in this intermediate-T region
consistent with the low-T and the high-T ranges.
Figure 10 presents total recombination rate coefficients
(solidcurve) for e + Si II -+ Si I. Comparison is made with three
other calculations: RR rate coefficients by Aldrovandi &
Pequignot (1973,hereafter AP) (dashed curve)t low-temperature
DR rate coefficients by Nussbaumer & Storey (1986t hereafter
NS) (dotted curve), and high-temperature DR rate coefficients
by Jacobs et a1. (1977) (dash-chained curve). The present cXR(T)
differs from the high-temperature DR rates of Jacobs et a1. in
the region 10,000-100,000 K where the present values are
lower by a factor of2.5 around 50,000K.
Figure 11 presents the total tXR(T) for the, recombination of
e + Si III -+ Si II (solid curve) and compares with other works,
by AP (dashed curve), low-temperature DR rates by NS, and
high-temperature DR rates by Jacobs et a1. (1977) (dash-
chainedcurve). At low temperatures the rates by AP overesti-
mate the recombination rate, while for the rest of the tem-
perature range the sum of the three rates appears to be in fair
agreement with the present tXa(T) for Si II except near the
high..T peak where DR rates of Jacobs et a1. are somewhat
higher. The low-T DR rate coefficients by NS show variation
that are not seen in the present results. Although the present
values are obtained in a consistent manner for the entire range
of temperatures, the values at very low temperatures may have
high uncertainties in cases where one or more resonances
might bepresentclose to the ionization threshold. The precise
position and full resolution of resonances near threshold are
therefore very important, since even a small shift in the energy
of a' single resonance can introduce large uncertainty in the
rates, up to perhaps 50% for T < 1000K.
Figure 12 presents the total t%s(T) for the recombination of
e + S III -+ S II (solid line). Comparison is made with the rate
coefficients for RR by AP (dashed curve), high-temperature DR
rates (dash-chained curve) by Jacobs et a1. (1979), and also the
high-temperature DR rates (asterisks) by Badnell (1991). As for
S II, the AP data for RR overestimate the recombination rate
at low temperatures. Present rates are in good agreement with
the high-temperature DR rate coefficients by Jacobs et al. and
up to a factor of 2 lower than those of Badnell at the high-T
peak. In their paper discussing the ionization structure and
abundance depletions, Spitzer & Fitzpatrick (1993) estimate
the total recombination rate coefficient for S II, at 6000 K, to
be 4 X 10- 12 em" s-1. This is nearly one and one-halftimes
the RR rate coefficient given by AP, 27 X 10- 12 em3 S-1, but
not far from the present calculated value which is 4.2 x 10- 12
cm3 S-1. Thus Spitzer & Fitzpatrick appear to have correctly
deduced that there might be a considerable low-T enhance-
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FIG. 12.-Total recombination rate coefJicients, «Jr' for the recombination
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Pequignot (1973), the dashed-chain curve due to high temperature DR by
Jacobset al.(1979), and the asterisksare high-temperature DR rate coefticients
by Badnell (1991).
-15.0
ment in the rate due to low-lying resonances with significant
implications for the sulfur abundance in the Galactic ISM. The
recombination rates for S n presented herein have been
improved over those presented in NP3. In the earlier calcu-
lations of O(DR) we excluded the interference effects of the
channels of the higher thresholds (that do not couple to the
dipole allowed core transitions) to smooth out the (O(DR»
curve, with some effect on the (O(DR» peaks at two target
thresholds. In the present calculations the unitarity of the S-
matrix is fully conserved, although it leads to small features in
an otherwise smooth (O(DR». Also, in calculating the present
rates the autoionizing resonances near the threshold are
resolved with a fineenergymesh,which results in a significant
increment in the rate at low temperatures.
Figure 13 presents the total <XJl(T) for the recombination of
e + S IV .....S m (solid line). Comparison with other works
shows that for S m, the RR rates by AP (dashed curve) under-
estimate the recombination rates considerably. While the high-
temperature peak occurs at the same temperature, the present
recombination rates are lower than those by Jacobs et al.
(1979) (dashed-chained curve) and Badnell (1991) (asterisks) by
about 50% at the peak.
Figure 14 presents the total «R(T) for the recombination of
e + Si x -+ Si IX (solid line). Unlike other ions considered here,
Si IX shows some interesting features in the recombination
rates, characteristic of e..ion recombination to the carbon..
sequence ions reported in NP3. There is a low-temperature
"bump" caused by a few low-lying and wide autoionizing
resonances in the pbotoionization cross sections of the equiva..
lent electron states of Si IX, such as 2s22p2( 3P, 1D), 2p~3P, 1D),
1$2p3(3PO, 3De). These low-lying autoionizing resonances may
93 5 7
log10(T) (K)
si II
-16.0 -.....--a....~I........Io__.A__"__-"-......... """"'-a...-..A .................._a.._._
1
-10.0
Fla. 11..-As in Fig.10,(or the recombination ofe + Si III ... Si II
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~ enhance the recombination rates at low temperatures consider-
~ ably above the" background" recombination rate (as reflected
~ in the RR rate only). Existence of such a low-temperature
~ bump for carbon-like 0 III was reported by Nussbaumer &
Storey (1983) and was confirmed by our unified calculations
(NP2, 1992). In addition to the low-T bump, there are two
small but distinct bumps in cxR(T) at high temperatures due to
DR from high-a and low-n resonances. The RR rate coeffi-
cients by AP (dashed curve) are considerably lower, whereas the
high-temperature rate coefficients by Jacobs et a1. (1977) (dash-
chained curve) are in reasonable agreement with the present
values. Our study of the recombination rates for carbon iso-
electronic sequence (NP3), indicates that the high- T bump
tends to diminish with increasing ion charge. Present rates for
Si IX calculated with a 23-state expansion are consistent with
the other highly charged ions, such as Al VIn and S IX (all rate
coefficients will be presented in a supplementary publication).
We may point out that Shull & Steenberg(1986) fits for the DR
rates of Si IX, as shown in Figure 8 in NP3, from the original
values of Jacobs et a1. (1977) are incorrect by an order of
magnitude.
One of the most important considerations in the close coup-
lingapproximation is the convergence of the results as a func-
tion of the eigenfunction expansion in terms of the number of
target ion states. In the present work we study the convergence
for the recombination of e + Si x -+ Si IX. The earlier recombi-
nation rates (NP3), for Si IX corresponded to an eigenfunction
expansion of eight terms of Si x from the n == 2 complex
(Nahar & Pradhan 1992), while in the present work we have
employed a 23-state expansion including the n = 3 complex
(Table 1). The larger Si x expansion resulted in more bound
states of Si IX below the ionization threshold, compared to the
eight-state expansion, and eight additional dipole allowed core
transitions with t\n:l= 0, for a total of 11 core transitions
including the An = 0 transitions (Table 2).Both of these factors
contribute to some enhancement in the recombination rates
and introduction of a second small bump in the high-T region.
Coupling of additional channels in the present work has
reduced the dip found before the low-T bump. While there are
some differences between the eight CC and the 23 CC results
for the total rate coefficients, these are small enough to indicate
that both the low-n and the high-n contributions have con-
verged. Of the two small high- T bumps the first one is due to
DR contribution from the high-n resonances (n > 10), which
remains about the same in magnitude for both the eight CC
and the 23 CC calculations. This can also be inferred from
Figure 7 showing fairly low values for high-a Q(DR) due to
core transitions from states in the n = 3 complex. Fi~ure 15
shows the photoionization cross sections for the 2s 2p2 3P
ground state (bottompanel)and the excited 2p3( 2DO) 3p 1D state
(top panel), respectively. The arrow position indicates the
highest core state of the n -= 2 complex 2p3 2PO. Expanding the
eigenfunction basis set from eight to 23 target states does not
particularly enhance the background cross sections of the 3P
ground state; there is little resonance structure between the
n = 2 and the n = 3 complexes. However, the excited states'
cross sections are considerably enhanced due to the PEC and
the Rydberg type resonances, indicating strong coupling with
the n == 3 complex. The fact that there are a large number of
excited bound states, all with PEC features in their photo-
ionization cross sections, is responsible for the second bump at
high T, and consequent enhancement in the total recombi..
nation rate coefficient. This is the first study of the role of PEC
resonances in the e-ion recombination process.
4. CONCLUSION
We summarize the reported calculations of the unified
recombination rate coefficients as follows:
1. A new, unified treatment of e-ion recombination is
applied to obtain accurate, total rate coefficients of Sand Si
ions over all temperatures for low-density plasmas.
2. The method is an extension otthe Opacity Project work
on photoionization, extended to include the DR process as in
electron-ion scattering, employing the theory developed by
Bell & Seaton (1985) (see also Pradhan & Seaton 1985).
3. The treatment entails the calculation of a large number of
detailed partial photoionization cross sections and DR colli-
sion strengths, both calculated with the same eigenfunction
expansion for the recombining target ion, thus ensuring consis-
tency and accuracy.
4. The general form of the total recombination rate coeffi-
cients shows the presence of distinct" bumps," at low T and
at high T, attributable to different sets of autoionizing
resonances.
5. Although the overall accuracy of the rate coefficients
should be the same as for the usual photoionization and
electron-ion scattering calculations, approximately 10%-15 %,
the rate coefficients at very low temperatures may be more
uncertain, up to 50% for T < 1000 K, due to near-threshold
resonances.
6. Partial recombination rate coefficients have also been cal-
culated for all N bnd (Table 1) bound states of each ion. Partial
recombination rates may be useful in the analysis of recombi-
nation line spectra (e.g., Liu et a1. 1994), arising from recombi-
nation to and radiative cascade from, specific excited states.
7. The present recombination rate coefficients are valid for
low-density plasmas, where the excited population may be
neglected. While the (e + ion) continuum states not coupled to
the ground state of the recombining ion have been excluded
from the present work in LS coupling, these may make a small
but significant contribution owing to autoionization in inter-
mediate coupling (Nussbaumer & Storey 1983). At very low
temperatures it may be necessary to consider the near-
threshold resonances by including relativistic effects that mani-
fest in (1) the resulting fine structure and (2) resonances
forbidden to autoionize in pure LS coupling. Work is in
progress on these two areas, as well as on recombination from
excited states, particularly the metastable states (a discussion
of some associated processes is given in Seaton & Storey 197~
p. 133).For highly charged ions the effect of radiation damping
in photoionization is being investigated (as discussed by
Sakimoto, Terao, & Derrington 1990).
8. The electronically accessible Opacity Project database,
TOPBASE (Cunto et at. 1983), contains total photoionization
cross sections which, for reasons discussed in § 2.1, may not
yield accurate recombination rate coefficients. In addition, a
complete treatment requires the inclusion of DR which domi-
nates high-energy recombination.
9. The calculation of unified recombination rates is rather
laborious and computationally demanding but, when com-
pleted for a large number of atoms and ions, should enable the
substitution by a single e-ionrecombination rate coefficient the
different types of RR and DR rates currently employed in
astrophysics and other plasma applications.
10. The total and partial rate coefficients are presented in
tabular form in Nahar (1995) over the temperature range
10 S T S 109 K, at A 10810 T = 0.1,for the ions C II, Si I, Si II,
S II, SIn, C I, N II, 0 III, F IV, Ne v, Na VI, Mg VII, Al VIII,
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Si IX, and S XI. All calculations are carried out as described
here.
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